I thought you might be interested in knowing that five of WRIR's world music programs are available as podcasts. Check 'em out here:

Ambiance Congo:  [http://www.radio4all.net/index.php/series/Ambiance+Congo](http://www.radio4all.net/index.php/series/Ambiance+Congo)
The Other Black Music:  [http://www.radio4all.net/index.php/series/The+Other+Black+Music](http://www.radio4all.net/index.php/series/The+Other+Black+Music)
If Music Could Talk:  [http://www.radio4all.net/index.php/series/if+music+could+talk](http://www.radio4all.net/index.php/series/if+music+could+talk)

All these programs are available free of charge to non-profit broadcasters for rebroadcast. So let your radio friends know that there's some great world music programming out there that they can use. Thanks!

Bill Lupoletti
Assistant Music Director for World Music
Host, "Global A Go-Go" (Friday 5-7 PM Eastern time USA)
WRIR 97.3 FM Richmond Independent Radio
PO Box 4787
Richmond, VA  23220  USA
www.wrir.org
www.globalagogo.com

**CMJ New World Top Ten**
1 SENOR COCONUT - El Baile Aleman - Nacional
2 SENOR COCONUT - Around The World - Nacional
3 ESAU MWAMWAYA AND RADIOCLIT ARE THE VERY BEST - The Very Best Mixtape - Green Owl
4 NOVALIMA - Coba Coba - Cumbancha
5 KAL - Radio Romanista - Asphalt Tango
6 FRANCO ET LE TPOK JAZZ - Francophonic - Stem's
7 BELO - Reference - Belo
8 BIO RITMO - Bionico - Locutor
9 TOUBAB KREWE - Live At The Orange Peel - Upstream
10 RAINBOW ARARIA - The Basta - Manimal Vinyl-Tiny Man

**CMJ New World Adds**
1 BENAISSA - Tables Turn - Silver Kamel
2 CHEN DACAN CHINESE ENSEMBLE - Classical Chinese Folk Music Featuring The Chinese Flute - ARC
3 REBECCA CLINE & HILARY NOBLE - Enclave Diaspora - Enclavejazz
4 MARCO GRANADOS - Music Of Venezuela - Soundbrush
5 MARK WEINSTEIN - Lua E Sol - Jazzheads

**New & Recommended At WRIR**
Senor Coconut Y Su Conjunto - El Baile Aleman - Nacional
Wildly original serio-comic Latin-lounge covers of Kraftwerk songs, originally released in 2000; must be heard to be believed. RIYL Kraftwerk, Esquivel, Richard Cheese.

**Very Best, The - Esau Mwamwaya And Radioclit Are … - Green Owl**
Collaboration between a hip London production team and a Malawian singer results in a beautiful fusion across the world, RPM and rock categories. RIYL Extra Golden, MIA, Bonde Do Role.

**Traore, Rokia - Tchamantche - Nonesuch**
Superb new album from one of Africa's most distinctive contemporary artists, drawing in equal parts from African traditions and Western pop and jazz. RIYL Miriam Makeba, Cassandra Wilson, Camille.

**Novalima - Coba Coba - Cumbancha**
Funky Afro-Peruvian rhythms spiced with beats from contemporary electronica, a project that straddles world and RPM. RIYL Issa
Bagayogo, Gotan Project, Thievery Corporation.

**Fula Flute - Mansa America - Completely Nuts**
Neo-traditional Mande music of West Africa played on flutes, balafon and kora, with outstanding singing by Abdoulaye Diabate. RIYL Super Rail Band, Francis Bebey.

**Kal - Radio Romanista - Asphalt Tango**
“Rock ‘n’ Roma” from this gypsy band from Serbia: aggressive music laced with electronica, hip hop and punk influences. RIYL Gogol Bordello, Emir Kusturica & The No Smoking Orchestra.

**Price Of Silence, The - (various artists) - Nacional**
An all-star cast (Aterciopelados, Emmanuel Jal, Rachid Taha, Hugh Masakela, Yerba Buena, Chiwoniso, Natalie Merchant, more) make a song and video to benefit Amnesty International. A great song for a great cause.

**Franco & Le TPOK Jazz - Francophonie - Sterns**
The definitive compilation of the definitive Congolese (maybe even the definitive African) musician, covering 1953-1980. RIYL any African or Cuban popular music at all.

**Orchestre Poly-Rythmo De Cotonou - The Vodoun Effect - Analog Africa**
Long-lost 45s from one of the great bands of West Africa’s “golden age” of the 1970’s. RIYL Bembeya Jazz, Super Rail Band, Orchestre Baobab.

**Akwaaba Wo Africa - (various artists) - Akwaaba**
A sampler of West African stars whose music has never been issued in the US or Europe, from a new label specializing in that category. RIYL afrpop of all kinds.

**Belo - Reference - Belo**
Polished, jazzy Haitian pop with reggae and Brazilian touches. RIYL Gilberto Gil, the Meters circa Yellow Moon.

**Bio Ritmo - Bionico - Locutor**
Smart, danceable salsa with 70’s sabor and plenty of contemporary elements. RIYL Spanish Harlem Orchestra, the Fania Records back catalog.

**WRIR World Music Rotation**
Afenginn - Reptilica Polaris - TUTL
Amadou & Mariam - Welcome To Mali - Because
Balake, Amadou - Senor Eclectrico - Oriki Music
Belo - Reference - Belo
Bio Ritmo - Bionico - Locutor
Blk Jks - Mystery - Secretly Canadian
Boom Pam - Puerto Rican Nights - Essay
Bronx River Parkway - San Sebastian 152 - Truth & Soul
Buena Vista Social Club - At Carnegie Hall - Nonesuch
Buraka Som Sistema - Black Diamond - Fabric
Calexico - Carried To Dust - Quarterstick
Cissoko, Ablaye & Volker Goetze - Sira - ObliqSound
Colon, Gilberto “Pulpo” - Pulpo’s Hot Bread - The Mambo Project
Deme, Victor - Victor Deme - Chapa Blues
DJ Akbar Sami - Jalwa Returns - Times Music
Dub Colossus - A Town Called Addis - Real World
Dub Gabriel - Anarchy & Alchemy - Destroy All Concepts
El Guincho - Alegranza! - XL
Fiddler, Amp - Inspiration Information - Strut
Franco & Le TPOK Jazz - Francophonic - Sterns
Fula Flute - Mansa America - Completely Nuts
Gangbe Brass Band - Assiko - Contre-Jour
Group Inerane - Guitars From Agadez - Sublime Frequencies
Gupta, Sachin - Dil Kabbadi - Sony BMG
Juaneco Y Su Combo - Masters Of Chicha 1 - Barbes
Kal - Radio Romanista - Asphalt Tango
Khanwalkar, Sneha - Oye Lucky! Lucky Oye! - UTV
Kuti, Femi - Day By Day - Downtown
Le Poete Lutumba Simaro - Salle D'Attente - Production Gabin Tembo
Local, Marcio - Three Inches Of Music - Luaka Bop
Mabiala, Serge - Affection - Mobola Senedzi
Malheiros, Sabrina - New Morning - Far Out
Mawkin:Causley - Cold Ruin - Navigator
Mobeti, Dona & Molokai Stars - Cherie Kadetti - Groupe Cavacha
Molina, Juana - Un Dia - Domino
Global A Go-Go Tracklist, January 23

Oliver Lake (USA) - Separation - Matador Of 1st & 1st - Passin' Thru
Joe Strummer & The Mescaleros (UK) - Global A Go-Go - Global A Go-Go - Hellcat
Mawkin:Causley (UK) - Come My Lads - Cold Ruin - Navigator
Steeleye Span (UK) - Alison Gross - Parcel Of Rogues - Chrysalis
The Shee (UK) - Chilly Winds - Different Season - Shee
Toubab Krewe (USA) - Autorail - Live At The Orange Peel - Upstream
Amadou & Mariam (Mali) - Batoman - Welcome To Mali - Because
Ba Cissoko (Guinea) - Dandala - Sabolan - Marabi
Mano Negra (France) - Sidi H'bib - In The Hell Of Patchinko - Virgin France
Rachid Taha (Algeria-France) - Barra Barra - Made In Medina - Ark 21
Teo Tabor & The Oyster Band (UK) - Freedom And Rain - Cooking Vinyl
Toubab Krewe (USA) - Live At The Orange Peel - Upstream
The Very Best (Malawi-UK) - Get It Up - Esau Mwamwaya & Radioclit Are … - Green Owl
Seu Jorge (Brazil) - America Do Norte - America Brasil O Disco - Discos Como No
Tim Maia (Brazil) - Reu Confesso - A Arte De Tim Maia - Universal
Bronx River Parkway (USA) - Me Toca - San Sebastian 152 - Truth & Soul
Joe Bataan (USA) - Aftershower Funk - Salsoul - Mericana
The Budos Band (USA) - Mas O Menos - II - Daptone
Gilberto "Pulo" Colon (USA) - Tirandote Flores - Pulpo's Hot Bread - The Mambo Project
Pete Rodriguez (USA) - I Like It Like That (Aaron Jerome remix) - I Like It Like That - Fania
Seu Jorge Y Su Conjunto (Germany-Chile) - Trans Europe Express - El Baile Aleman - Nacional
Trouble Funk (USA) - Trouble Funk Express - 12 inch single - D.E.T.T.

Podcast:  http://www.radio4all.net/index.php/program/31318